3 Final

PRACTICE IS KEY

MAKE A CHEAT SHEET

Most Important Information
- Concise Notes
- Formulas
- Short Phrases
- Important Dates
- Diagrams
- Vocabulary
- Venn Diagrams

TEST YOURSELF
Answer questions you formulated or questions given to you. Test yourself with questions you anticipate to be more difficult than the questions on the exam.

USE YOUR RESOURCES
Talk with professors, tutors and friends about the content you still don’t understand.

STUDENTS WHO STUDY USING ACTIVE RECALL TECHNIQUES TYPICALLY PERFORM 50% BETTER (RECALLING INFORMATION FROM MEMORY)

OVERLEARN IT

STUDY → GOT IT? → STUDY IT ONE MORE TIME

PRACTICE IS KEY

TIME IT
Do practice under the same timed conditions you will experience when being tested.

3-5 DAYS
Time to start reviewing prior to the test date.

TEST YOURSELF

Do problems from previous quizzes and exams, review the most difficult material again.

Final review is pre-test review. Determine your strengths and weaknesses and then put together a plan for success.
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